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Abstract—The existing research in action recognition is mostly
focused on high-quality videos where the action is distinctly
visible. In real-world surveillance environments, the actions in
videos are captured at a wide range of resolutions. Most activities
occur at a distance with a small resolution and recognizing
such activities is a challenging problem. In this work, we
focus on recognizing tiny actions in videos. We introduce a
benchmark dataset, TinyVIRAT, which contains natural low-
resolution activities. The actions in TinyVIRAT videos have
multiple labels and they are extracted from surveillance videos
which makes them realistic and more challenging. We propose
a novel method for recognizing tiny actions in videos which
utilizes a progressive generative approach to improve the quality
of low-resolution actions. The proposed method also consists of
a weakly trained attention mechanism which helps in focusing
on the activity regions in the video. We perform extensive
experiments to benchmark the proposed TinyVIRAT dataset and
observe that the proposed method significantly improves the
action recognition performance over baselines. We also evaluate
the proposed approach on synthetically resized action recognition
datasets and achieve state-of-the-art results when compared with
existing methods. The dataset and code is publicly available at
https://github.com/UgurDemir/Tiny-VIRAT.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video action recognition has recently seen a good progress,
which is mostly due to the availability of large-scale datasets
and the success in deep learning. The availability of datasets,
such as UCF-101 [1], Kinetics [2], Moments-in-time [3], AVA
[4], and Youtube-8M [5], has played an important role in
this advancement. Apart from this, there are several novel
architectures, such as C3D [6], I3D [7], ResNet-50 [8], and
TSN [9], which are proven to be effective for action recogni-
tion. However, the performance of these models relies on the
quality of the action videos. The videos in all these datasets
are of high quality and the action usually covers majority of
the video frame. In real-world surveillance environments, the
actions in videos are captured at a wide range of resolutions
and may appear very tiny, therefore recognizing such actions
becomes challenging at a very low-resolution. The existing
action recognition models are not designed for low-resolution
videos and their performance is still far from satisfactory when
the action is not distinctly visible.
In this work, our focus is on action recognition in low-
resolution videos. The existing approaches addressing this is-
sue, such as [10], [11], and [12], perform their experiments on
artificially created datasets where the high-resolution videos
are down-scaled to a smaller resolution to create a low-
resolution sample. However, re-scaling a high-resolution video
to a lower- resolution does not reflect real world low-resolution
video quality. Real world low-resolution videos suffer from
grain, camera sensor noise, and other factors, which are not
not present in the down-scaled videos.
To address this problem, we propose a new benchmark
dataset, TinyVIRAT, for low-resolution action recognition. The
videos in TinyVIRAT are realistic and extracted from surveil-
lance videos of VIRAT dataset [13]. This is a multi-label
dataset with multiple actions per video clip which makes it
even more challenging. The dataset has around 13K video
samples from 26 different actions and all the videos are
captured at 30fps. The length of the activities vary from sample
to sample with an average length of around 3 seconds. It
contains arbitrary sized low-resolution videos which ranged
from 10x10 pixels to 128x128 pixels with an average of 70x70
pixels. The videos in the proposed dataset are naturally low
resolution and they reflect real-life challenges. Some sample
video frames from TinyVIRAT are shown in Figure 1.
We propose a novel end-to-end deep learning approach
to address the problem of tiny action recognition. The pro-
posed approach has three main components; video super-
resolution, weakly supervised attention mechanism, and action
classification. The video super-resolution network takes a
low-resolution video and recovers important appearance and
motion details using a Dense Video Super-Resolution network
(DVSR), which is trained in a progressive manner. In this set
up the foreground and background will have equal importance
for the super-resolution task. However, foreground information
has more discriminative information for action recognition.
Therefore, to make DVSR action aware, we propose a novel
attention mechanism which estimates a spatio-temporal map
indicating the importance of each pixel for the corresponding
action. The attention map is trained in a weakly supervised
setting which is guided by the action label of the video without
requiring localization bounding boxes. The estimated spatio-
temporal map is integrated with the synthesized high quality
video to perform action recognition using a classifier.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We introduce a tiny action benchmark dataset which is the
first dataset for this problem to the best of our knowledge.
• We propose a progressive video super-resolution based
approach for tiny action recognition and demonstrate its
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Fig. 1. Some sample video frames for actions from TinyVIRAT dataset. The dataset contain low-resolution videos with varying sizes. TinyVIRAT is a multi-label
dataset and each action video can have multiple action labels
effectiveness on TinyVIRAT and artificial low-resolution
action recognition benchmarks.
• We also introduce a weakly supervised foreground atten-
tion mechanism that helps a super-resolution network to
focus on important regions.
• We perform extensive experiments on the proposed
TinyVIRAT dataset and quantitatively demonstrate its
challenging nature when compared with existing artifi-
cially created low-resolution benchmark datasets.
II. RELATED WORK
Action Classification: After deep neural networks became
popular for images, they have been successfully applied to
the problem of video action recognition [14], [6], [7]. One
of the popular deep network architecture C3D [6] showed
that using 3D convolution is more suitable to extract spatio-
temporal features for video action recognition. Recently, I3D
architecture [7] has shown favorable performance on standard
benchmarks [1], [15], [2] by employing Inception layers. In
[14], deep ResNet [8] architecture variants are investigated for
the action recognition task.
For Low Resolution (LR) single image applications, sev-
eral different approaches have been proposed, where domain
adaptation, super-resolution or feature learning are employed
to find better representations of LR images [16], [17]. Previous
work on this problem is generally motivated by privacy preser-
vation [18], [19], [20]. In [19], a model is proposed which
learns a set of different transformation that creates LR videos
from the HR training set. It is claimed that action classifiers
which are trained on the generated LR dataset learn better
decision boundary. In [10], [11], CNN based action classifiers
are simultaneously trained with both LR and HR inputs by
assuming that models learn similar representations. In [12],
the effect of super-resolution on the action recognition task
is analyzed. They compared the existing image and video-
based super-resolution networks, and proposed an optical flow
guided training approach. However, they only show their
performance on artificially created low-resolution videos by
downsampling UCF-101 and HMDB-51 dataset to 80x60,
which is far from natural tiny actions.
Super-Resolution: One of the seminal CNN based single
image SR method is proposed in [21]. After its success,
several different CNN architectures have been introduced [22],
[23], [24]. Although promising results are shown on single
images, these methods cannot capture temporal information in
videos if applied frame by frame. In some works, adversarial
training has been utilized to obtain more realistic texture in
images [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], nonetheless; there is still
no consensus about the best training scheme for SR models.
Traditional pixel-wise reconstruction losses tend to produce
smooth results, however, adversarial training introduces noise
and artifacts [30].
One of the most common strategies for Video SR is to
incorporate optical flow for capturing motion information in
order to synthesize a sequence of video frames [31], [32],
[33]. In [12], optical-flow is used to improve super-resolution
network performance. The main drawback is that optical
flow is computationally expensive, and if motion between
frames is high, obtaining reliable estimates becomes difficult.
In [34], the 2D CNN network is used for frame SR and
then temporal dependency weights are learned, which indicate
how to merge input frames to synthesize the final frame.
This method synthesizes one frame at a time. In [35] the
authors proposed a 2D convolutional progressive network that
incorporates short term inter-frame dependencies. There are
some 2D convolution-based video SR approaches [36], [37],
which only focus on short term temporal relations. In [38],
recurrent CNN architecture is used to learn longer temporal
Fig. 2. Average object size ratio comparison.
Fig. 3. Comparison between avarage actor size and video resolution for
different dataset. If the ratio is low enough, actions are naturally tiny.
dependencies for video SR. In some recent works [32], [39],
3D convolution has been explored for effective video super-
resolution.
In contrast to these works, we propose a progressively
growing architecture using 3D convolutions, where we start
from a low-resolution and gradually increase the spatial and
temporal resolutions. This progressive approach has been
found effective in image generation [40], and we explore it
for videos and demonstrate in this paper that it is effective
when we have a higher scaling factor.
III. TINYVIRAT DATASET
Most of the existing action recognition datasets contain high
resolution, actor centric videos [41], [42], [2], [43], [44], [45],
[46], [47], [48], [49]. For example, Kinetics [2], Charades [43],
Youtube-8M [44] are collected from Youtube videos where
actions cover most of the image regions in every frame of a
video. Using these videos to create low-resolution benchmark
datasets does not reflect real world situation, and it is not
appropriate as they generally contain larger actors.
In the real world, we encounter low-quality actions mostly
in surveillance video clips where the camera placed in a
distant place. Even though surveillance camera is capable
of recording high-quality video, if an action happens far
away from the camera, it will suffer from lack of details.
Thus, surveillance videos are the perfect candidate for this
problem. Figure 2 shows average actor size as a percentage
of video spatial size, where most of the action recognition
datasets have a significantly larger actor size. If the ratio is
large, cropping actions will result similar spatial size with the
original video. In comparison, VIRAT dataset has naturally
occurring tiny actors which is well suited for low-resolution
action recognition task, as can be seen in Figure 3.
We introduced TinyVIRAT dataset which is based on VI-
RAT [13] dataset for real-life tiny action recognition problems.
Fig. 4. Number of samples per action labels and resolution. Numbers on
y-axis are shown in log scale.
TABLE I
DATASET STATISTICS. ANF: AVERAGE NUMBER OF FRAMES, ML:
MULTI-LABEL, NC: NUMBER OF CLASSES, AND NV: NUMBER OF
VIDOES.
Dataset Resolution ANF ML NC NV
UCF-101 320x240 186.50 No 101 13320
HMDB-51 320x240 94.49 No 51 7000
AVA 264x440 - 360x640 127081.66 Yes 80 272
TinyVIRAT 10x10 - 128x128 93.93 Yes 26 12829
VIRAT dataset is a natural candidate for low-resolution actions
but it contains a large variety of different actor sizes and it is a
very complex since actions can happen any time in any spatial
position. To focus only on low-resolution action recognition
problem, we crop small action clips from VIRAT videos.
In VIRAT dataset actors can perform multiple actions and
temporally actions can start and end at different times. Before
deciding which actions are tiny, we merged spatio-temporally
overlapping actions and created multi-label action clips. We
split these clips if the labels are changing temporally. This
steps makes sure that created clips are trimmed. We selected
clips that are spatially smaller than 128x128. Finally, long
videos are split into smaller chunks and actions which do not
have enough samples are removed from the dataset. We use
the same train and validation split from the VIRAT dataset.
TODO TinyVIRAT has 7,663 training and 5,166 testing
videos with 26 action labels. Table I shows statistics from
TinyVIRAT and several other datasets. Figure 4 shows the
number of samples per action class and the distribution of the
videos by spatial size.
IV. METHOD
The proposed method focuses on learning to enhance the
quality of low-resolution videos to improve action classifi-
cation performance. The action classifier network is trained
with super-resolved videos instead of raw low-resolution video
clips. Our approach consists of two main parts: (i) super-
resolution and (ii) action classifier networks which can be
seen in Figure 5 The first module, Super-resolution Network
(SR network), is a novel deep convolutional neural network,
which takes a low-resolution video clip and introduces sharp
appearance and motion details to synthesize a high-resolution
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Fig. 5. Overview of the progressive video generation and action classification approach. During the training process, we are introducing new blocks to
Progressive DVSR network architecture at each stage. After video synthesis is completed, action classifier process the video to predict actions.
counterpart. The second module, Action Classification Net-
work, takes the generated SR video clip and recognizes the
action in the video.
We propose progressive training strategy for the SR net-
work which improves the reconstruction that helps action
classification task. Improving texture quality leads us to get
better performance but super-resolution network still does not
know any task specific information. Focusing on the regions
where the actions are happening is more beneficial for our
main goal. Since, background of the videos does not have the
importance as much as foreground for the action recognition
task, guiding SR network is more crucial. We introduce a
novel weakly-supervised foreground attention branch which
guides our network to focus on important regions and learn
features that are important for action recognition. Figure 6
shows weakly this supervised attention branch.
A. Video Super-Resolution
Video SR can be defined as finding sharp appearance and
motion details from a low-resolution (LR) video to generate
high-resolution (HR) video. We introduce a 3D convolution-
based dense video SR (DVSR) network to solve this problem.
The problem can be formulated as video-to-video translation,
VˆHR = G(VLR), where VLR is the low-resolution video clip,
VˆHR is the generated high-resolution video output and G is
the generator network, termed as DVSR network.
1) Dense Video Super-Resolution (DVSR) Architecture: The
proposed DVSR network consists of three main components,
encoder, decoder, and a projection module. The encoder is
responsible for feature extraction, the decoder part focuses on
increasing the resolution of the features and the projection
module generates the HR videos using those features. The
use of residual blocks [8] for image super-resolution tasks
has been found effective in improving the image quality
due to the similarities between the input and output [22],
[50], [26]. Motivated by this, we introduce 3D convolution-
based residual-in-residual dense block (3D-RRDB). The 3D-
RRDB module consists of a sequence of 3D-RDB modules
integrated along with a residual skip connection (Figure 5).
Each 3D-RDB module has densely connected five convolution
layers [51]. The input of 3D-RDB and the output is merged
by a residual connection. 3D-RRDB contains three 3D-RDB
modules and a skip connection from the first block to the last
block. A detailed architecture of DVSR is shown in Figure 5.
The encoder takes low-resolution video frames and passes
them through a 3D convolution layer and several 3D-RDB
modules to extract important video features. The decoder part
takes LR spatio-temporal features and projects them to HR
space. Depending on the scale factor, the feature maps are up-
scaled by linear interpolation followed by 3D convolutions.
Instead of transposed convolution (fractionally strided convo-
lution), using this strategy prevents checkerboard artifacts [52].
Each up-scaling layer increases the spatial size by a factor
of two. After completing spatial enhancement, obtained HR
features are given to the projection module which consists of
a sequence of 3x3x3 and 1x1x1 convolutions.
2) Progressive DVSR: The proposed Progressive DVSR
approach learns to increase the resolution in steps, with one
scale at a time (Figure 5). We start with a shallow variant of
DVSR architecture at the beginning of the training, which only
increases the resolution by a factor of two. After it converges,
we increase the depth of the encoder and decoder part of
DVSR by adding new blocks, so that it can learn to generate
features at a scale factor of four. This process is repeated until
the desired resolution is obtained. This approach simplifies the
problem by dividing it into multiple smaller steps.
The encoder starts with a 3D convolution followed by a
3D-RRDB module. The decoder has one 3D upsampling along
with 3D convolutions. Each step uses its projection layer. After
progressing to the next step, previous projection layers are
omitted. The network takes 16 RGB frames with 14x14 spatial
resolution. In the first step, the network produces 4 frames of
size 28x28. In the next step, a new 3D-RRDB module is added
to the encoder and a new decoder module is added on top of
the previous decoder. The network tries to synthesize 8 frames
with a resolution of 56x56. We increase the temporal extent
along with the spatial resolution. Therefore, the network learns
to focus on necessary parts out of 16 frames. This progressive
process continues until we have the desired resolution.
Each newly added layer causes a huge degradation in
generated video quality. In order to make a smooth transition
between progressive steps, we apply a fade-in operation to
encoder and decoder separately. After each step, we keep
using previous layer outputs along with new block outputs,
since the new blocks produce noisy features. We decrease the
effect of previous block outputs very smoothly until the new
block is trained enough. The fade-in parameter α is set to 0
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Fig. 6. Overview of weakly-supervised foreground attention branch. It takes
encoded features from the super-resolution network and predicts spatio-
temporal importance weights for each pixel. During the training super-resolved
video clip and the attention map is multiplied and given to the action classifier.
The classifier guides the attention branch to highlight foreground regions.
and gradually increased to 1 as the training progresses. In the
encoder part, features from the previous layer are added to
the new block output. In the decoder part, the output video
clips are faded-in. Since each up-sampling block works on
a different resolution, the previous projection layer’s output
is increased using linear interpolation. The final network
architecture after completing the transition is similar to the
end-to-end DVSR network.
3) Foreground Attention: Super-resolution networks gener-
ally focus on texture quality and reconstruction of the whole
scene. They do not have knowledge about the foreground or
background without guidance. Intuitively, we know that the
foreground has much more importance for the action recog-
nition task. To force our DVSR network to attach importance
to prominent regions, we add a foreground attention branch
to our DVSR network. It takes intermediate features from the
encoder and predicts a spatio-temporal importance map for
each frame. The predicted weights are used as a weight in
DVSR training.
The foreground attention branch is weakly supervised by us-
ing an action classifier network. During the training, generated
HR video is masked with a predicted attention map and given
to the action classifier. If the attention weights cluster around
the foreground, action classifier should be able to classify the
video. Otherwise, the attention branch will be penalized during
the back-propagation. Figure 6 shows the training setup for the
attention branch.
Training foreground attention branch by using only gradi-
ents from an action classification network can lead to a trivial
solution that gives equally high importance to all of the pixels.
If weights are equally important and high, all the pixels will
be sent to the action classifier without filtering and there will
be no feedback to the attention branch. To prevent that we
use the L1 norm of the predicted attention map as a penalty
so that large region predictions will be discouraged. Figure
7 demonstrates some of our weakly-supervised foreground
predictions.
4) Super-resolution training: The DVSR network takes LR
input and synthesizes HR output. The difference between
ground truth and generated video is used as a loss value to
update network parameters. We employ a two-stage training
Fig. 7. Examples of attention maps predictions by our weakly-supervised
foreground attention branch. Attention maps are concentrated around the
foreground actors. The predicted attention maps are used in super-resolution
training to weight reconstruction loss. They successfully highlight the im-
portant regions for different cases; single actor, multiple actor, person object
interaction at very low resolution settings.
strategy for the DVSR network. In the first stage, we pre-
train our network progressive or end-to-end approach by
using standard reconstruction loss. Afterward, we add the
foreground attention branch and use the attention map to
weight reconstruction loss.
Reconstruction loss is pixel-wise L1 distance between a
ground truth video, V iHR, and the generated video, Vˆ
i
HR. It
is defined as:
Lrec = 1
N
N∑
i=1
1
CTHW
||Vˆ iHR − V iHR||1  Fatt, (1)
where N is number of samples in a batch, C, T , H , W are
channel size, number of input frame, height and width re-
spectively. Fatt is the foreground prediction from the attention
branch. For the first phase training Fatt is set to 1.
Foreground attention training The foreground attention
branch is trained by an action classifier network. The predicted
foreground attention map is applied to the reconstructed Vˆ iHR
and it is used as an input to the action classifier. We use binary
cross-entropy and cross-entropy for multi-label and single-
label action classification tasks respectively. Also, we add L1
sparsity constraint to the predicted attention map and calculate
the loss for attention branch by
Latt = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
K∑
c=1
yiclog(A(Vˆ
i
HR  Fatt)) + λatt||Fatt||1, (2)
where A is the action classifier, λatt is the coefficient for
the regularization term and yic is the ground truth action labels.
The overall loss L is computed by combining both recon-
struction and attention loss,
L = λrecLrec + λattLatt, (3)
such that each individual loss function is governed by a λ
coefficient.
B. Action classification
We use existing action classifier networks I3D [7] and
ResNet variants [14] as our backbone structures. We combine
TABLE II
VIDEO ACTION CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR TINY VIRAT DATASET.
Method F1-Score
I3D 28.73
I3D + Prog. DVSR 32.55
I3D + Prog. DVSR + Att. 34.49
ResNet-50 29.08
ResNet-50 + Prog. DVSR 29.81
ResNet-50 + Prog. DVSR + Att. 30.80
WideResNet 32.66
WideResNet + Prog. DVSR 34.05
WideResNet + Prog. DVSR + Attn. 35.07
our DVSR networks and classification network and use them
as an end-to-end prediction model. Figure 5 shows the final
architecture. The super-resolution part takes the low-resolution
videos and increase the spatial size while introducing new de-
tails. The synthesized high-resolution video is passed through
the action classifier backbone to get final action prediction.
The main idea is that instead of using primitive interpo-
lation methods on tiny action videos, our DVSR network is
applied to improve LR video quality. Moreover, we utilize
a weakly-supervised foreground attention prediction approach
to highlight important features for the action classifiers. To
achieve this, we use action classification as an auxiliary task
for the super-resolution network during the joint training. After
that phase classifier is trained by using final DVSR network
outputs without foreground attention branch. We use cross-
entropy loss to train the action classifier network,
Lact = − 1
N
N∑
i=1
K∑
c=1
yiclog(A(G(V
i
LR))), (4)
where VLR is Low-Resolution video, G is the super-resolution
network, A is the action classifier, K is the number of classes
and yic is the indicator function which is 1 if c is equal to the
given video label, otherwise, it will be zero.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets and Metrics
We evaluate our approach on the proposed TinyVIRAT;
TinyVIRAT has multi-label videos so performance is evalu-
ated by F1 score. For super-resolution training, we crop the
video clips from VIRAT following a similar strategy with
TinyVIRAT but only allowing larger than 112x112 clips. To
create low and high-resolution video pairs for super-resolution
training, we down-scale and then up-scale the videos by using
bicubic interpolation.
In addition, we evaluate the performance of our system on
two publicly available action dataset UCF-101 [1] and HMDB-
51 [15] in order to compare with existing methods.
B. Implementation Details
DVSR is trained by setting λrec to 1 and λatt to 0.5 in
Equation 3 during the joint training. Both DVSR and action
classification networks are trained with Adam optimizer [53]
and we use β1 as 0.5 and β2 as 0.9. Both the DVSR network
TABLE III
VIDEO ACTION CLASSIFICATION COMPARISON FOR HMDB-51 DATASET.
Method Input Accuracy %
I3D 112x112 52.61
SoSR [12] 80x60 54.77
Bicubic - I3D 14x14 10.59
Privacy-Preserv [19] 12x16 28.68
F. Coupled [32] 12x16 39.15
DVSR 14x14 41.24
Prog. DVSR 14x14 41.63
Bicubic - I3D 28x28 46.97
Privacy-Preserv [19] 24x32 32.15
DVSR 28x28 53.66
Prog. DVSR 28x28 55.95
and the action classifier are trained with a learning rate of
0.0002. The super-resolution network is trained without using
any pre-trained model weights. The value of α for layer
transition in a progressive approach is set to 0 initially and
increased by 5e-3 after each iteration. This step size is set
empirically and can be estimated based on the batch size and
the number of epochs required for convergence.
For the action classification task, the I3D action classifier
network is used with pre-trained weights which were obtained
by training I3D on Charades dataset [43]. ResNet architectures
are pre-trained on Kinetics [2] dataset, we obtain the model
parameters from [14].
C. Quantitative Results
We first train the action classifier networks standalone in
order to set the baselines for TinyVIRAT. Spatial size of the
low-resolution videos is resized to 112x112 by using bicubic
interpolation. Then we apply our progressively trained DVSR
network and foreground attention approaches to demonstrate
improvement. For each experiment, the backbone action clas-
sifiers are initialized with the same pre-trained weights.
Table II shows action classification performance baselines
and our approach on TinyVIRAT dataset. Our DVSR network
shows favorable improvement comparing to baseline network
results. We experimented with different action classifier archi-
tectures to show that our DVSR is not biased to a certain
network but improves the results consistently for all the
models. After introducing our weakly-supervised foreground
attention approach we improve the baseline scores by a large
margin.
We also compare our method with previous work [19] [32]
and [12] on public datasets. For a fair comparison, we compare
our method with other non-optical flow based methods. Table
III and Table IV show the results on HMDB-51 and UCF-101
respectively.
D. Ablation study
We have already shown that using super-resolution improves
the action classification results. We experiment with different
strategies to study the variation in the performance of the
action classification task. Table V shows the performance for
different training strategies. For each experiment, the action
classifier part uses the same action classification loss and for
TABLE IV
VIDEO ACTION CLASSIFICATION COMPARISON FOR UCF-101 DATASET.
Method Input Accuracy %
I3D 112x112 84.72
SoSR [12] 80x60 83.92
Bicubic - I3D 14x14 14.14
DVSR 14x14 68.17
Prog. DVSR 14x14 70.55
Bicubic - I3D 28x28 66.72
DVSR 28x28 82.37%
Prog. DVSR 28x28 82.87
SR experiments we use DVSR network. We only change the
generator training strategy while training.
1) Non-progressive Super-Resolution Training: We show
that using the standard end-to-end super-resolution approach,
action classifier performance can be boosted. In Table V, the
first two rows show the effect of using a standard super-
resolution approach.
2) Progressive Training: Progressive training strategy sim-
plifies the optimization process for the super-resolution prob-
lem. Instead of learning the mapping between low-resolution
to high-resolution, it breaks down the process into smaller
tasks. As we expected the proposed progressive DVSR model
provides a significant improvement over the baseline approach.
It also improves the standard super-resolution performance as
we can see in the third row of Table V.
3) Foreground Attention Branch: Using weakly-supervised
foreground attention branch while super-resolution network
training gives us the best result. It guides DVSR network
to focus on foreground regions that have more meaningful
information for the action recognition task. Figure 7 shows
qualitative results for super-resolution and attention maps.
From the visual results, we can see that when the quality of the
video is low, distinguishing the background and foreground
becomes more difficult but our attention prediction success-
fully concentrates around the actors. The improvement we get
from attention guidance is orthogonal to progressive training
strategy, and using both of them together lead us the best
performance as we can see in the last row of Table V.
VI. CONCLUSION
We introduce a new tiny action recognition benchmark
dataset TinyVIRAT which consists of natural low-resolution
videos. We propose a novel tiny video action classification
framework which incorporates progressively growing video
super-resolution network to improve tiny action recognition
performance. We utilize a 3D convolution-based dense residual
network and weakly-supervised foreground attention branch
which helps in learning effective appearance and motion fea-
tures from low-resolution videos. We also demonstrate that the
enhanced videos using the progressive DVSR network learn
important appearance and motion features which is beneficial
for action recognition. We perform experiments on two arti-
ficial benchmark datasets and demonstrate that the proposed
approach leads to a better action recognition performance on
both artificially created and natural low-resolution videos. Our
TABLE V
ABLATION RESULTS. OUR NOVEL PROGRESSIVE TRAINING STRATEGY
AND WEAKLY-SUPERVISED ATTENTION APPROACH IMPROVES THE
PERFORMANCE OF STANDARD ACTION CLASSIFIERS. WE USE I3D
ARCHITECTURE FOR THESE EXPERIMENTS.
Method F1-Score
w/o DVSR 28.73
DVSR 30.45
Progressive DVSR 32.55
Progressive DVSR + Attention 34.49
super-resolution based tiny action classification framework
can be integrated into any video analysis pipeline without
much effort for other problems such as semantic segmentation,
object localization, and object tracking.
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